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ANZ Investments brings you a brief snapshot of the week in markets  

Despite a strong close to the week, equity markets finished lower last week as a pickup in volatility amid 

a busy week of economic data. By the end of the week, the S&P 500 had retreated from its all-time high 

to finish the week down around 1.4%, while the NASDAQ 100 continued its underperformance, falling 

2.3%, hitting its lowest level in around six weeks.  

Domestic equities also posted losses, with the NZX 50 ending down 2.8%, finishing the week at its lowest 

level since late March. Meanwhile, the ASX 200 ended down around 1%.   

What’s happening in markets 

Last week, the focus for markets was on March inflation data, which overshot all expectations. Year-on-

year inflation rose more than 4%, its fastest pace since 2008, driven higher by surging energy prices and 

used vehicle and truck sales. The pop in inflation reignited concerns that the Federal Reserve may have 

to dial back its heavily accommodative monetary policy sooner than expected.  

The inflation concerns saw government bond yields move higher, with US 10-year government bond yield 

trading towards 1.70%, its highest level in around six weeks.  

In other US economic data, retail sales were unchanged in April, after a strong 9.8% rise in March. The 

flat reading was below most forecasts.  

In New Zealand, equities were dragged lower by more bad news for a2 Milk company, which cut its 

forecasts for the fourth time as sales to China continue to be hindered by the COVID-19 pandemic, as 

border closures hit its daigou trade – a sales channel where individuals and syndicates outside of China 

purchase the infant formula and send it to mainland China.    

Shares in a2 Milk ended the week down more than 20%, trading to their lowest level since 2017.  

Finally, on Friday, the government announced it has reduced the number of default KiwiSaver providers 

from nine to six. As of 30 November, the six default providers will be, BNZ, Booster, BT Funds 

Management, Kiwi Wealth, Simplicity and Smartshares. 

 

What’s on the calendar 

After a busy week on the US economic data calendar, things quieten down this week.  

On Wednesday, the minutes from April’s Federal Reserve meeting are unlikely to offer up too many 

surprises with the central bank continuing to reiterate its heavily accommodative bias, despite the pickup 

in inflation.   

With concerns around labour and goods shortages, PMI, or Purchasing Managers' Index data on Friday 

will be on the radar. Any further evidence of shortages in these areas could see inflation expectations rise 

even further.  

Some earnings will be closely eyed this week, most notably brick-and-mortar retailers – often a 

barometer for the US economy given its weighting to consumer spending. The three in focus are 

Walmart, Target and Home Depot, which are scheduled to report on Tuesday and Wednesday.  

Closer to home, all eyes will be on Thursday’s budget where the government will set out spending for the 

next financial year. With the relatively upbeat economic recovery, the government is likely to confirm 

debt levels will not be as high as first thought with lower expenditure in several sectors, including 

unemployment benefits as the labour market has rebounded faster than expected. However, the key 

areas to watch will be spending for climate initiatives, child poverty and addressing housing affordability.    

And finally, it’s a busy week in Australian economic data calendar, with consumer confidence data, the 

April employment report and retail sales figures all due. In addition, RBA minutes are out on Tuesday.  
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Chart of the week 

Getting back to the inflation debate, the price of used cars and trucks is surging amid a shortage of 

vehicles as supply chains remain disputed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Here’s what we’re reading 
 
What is economic growth? And why is it so important? It may seem like a simple question, but how do 
we define it - https://ourworldindata.org/what-is-economic-growth 
 
With a strong focus on inflation and employment, Barry Ritholtz puts together some questions he would 
pose to begin a discussion around the topic - https://ritholtz.com/2021/05/employment-inflation-quiz/ 
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